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The main goals of symposium are to

- Provide a better understanding of the role that drug metabolism, drug transporters, pharmacokinetics, and pharmacodynamics play in the drug discovery/development process.
- Evaluate new and current techniques and models associated with drug metabolism and drug transporters, as well as development of pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic models.
- Gain insight into the issues encountered during the drug discovery process and the interface between discovery and clinical development.

Pre-Symposium Events
Short course on the basic concepts of Pharmacokinetics, biotransformation and drug transporters in drug discovery and development.
Date: 27th Feb. 2014

Post-Symposium Events
- Hands on training on Phoenix WinNonlin®
- Hands on training on GastroPlus®

Date: 2nd March. 2014

Remark: Participants interested in this Post-Symposium events need to pay an additional fee of ₹1000/- (on-site payment is acceptable and accommodation is limited to 30 only)

SYMPOSIUM EVENTS

NUMBERS OF DELEGATES (MAX)

Students
Faculty/Scientists (Academia)/Industry Personnel

REGISTRATION FEES

Students*: ₹2,000/-
Faculty / Scientist from academia*: ₹3,000/-
Industry Personnel: ₹10,000/-

BOARDING AND LODGING

NIPER guest house (Triple share): ₹500/- per day#
NIPER guest house (Twin share): ₹700/- per day#

If you wish to make your own arrangements, nearest hotel is Sarao Hotel (PH. 0172-2215885)

Remarks: Fees include scientific matter and food arrangements. Onsite registration on 27th February 2014, ₹500/- extra with above mentioned registration fees.

*Application must be supported by letter form Institutional head or Head of the department on letter head.

#Limited accommodation
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REGISTRATION FORM

PERSONAL DETAILS

Name : …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Gender : Male       /Female
Status : Student       /Faculty       /Scientist (Academia)       / Industry Personnel
Address : …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Email : …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Phone : …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Title of the poster presentation (if any):
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Accommodation required : Yes        / No
If Yes NIPER Guest House : Triple share       /Twin share
Or
SARAO Hotel
Participating in pre symposium events : Yes        /No
Participating in post symposium events : Yes        /No

FEES DETAILS

DD No. and other payment details: Draft should be in favor of “The Director, NIPER” payable at S.A.S. Nagar (Mohali), Punjab.
Date of issue, Amount, Name of Bank etc. [Please make a single D.D. including all fees and send a hardcopy of filled form along with DD to us]
Any other request:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Signature : …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
(Student / Faculty / Scientist (academia) participants require endorsement by Head of Institution/ Research Supervisor/ Head of the Department)